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Problem description
enotez is a LATEX package used to create endnotes, i.e., instead of notes that are shown at
the bottom of the page (so-called footnotes), these are shown at the end of the document
(usually just before references). It works well, but out-of-the-box, it will just dump and
group all of the notes into a single section or chapter (depending on the document type),
named by default “Notes.” This happens to be annoying to me, when the documents in
question have chapters: I would much rather have the notes grouped by chapter.

Now enotez does provide a feature to solve this, but the notes for, say the first chapter,
are grouped under the heading “Chapter 1”, and so on—which is more than a bit lame.
I wanted said heading to display the chapter’s title (in addition to its number). The in-
ternet came to the rescue, and I found a solution that got me what I wanted—except
it introduced a new problem: it didn’t work if the document had any starred chapters
(\chapter*{title}). I duly solved that problem too, only to—you’ve guessed it—
stumble on another issue: due to the internal mechanics of enotez, if the document had
any appendices, then the title shown for appendix A would that of chapter 1, for appendix
B that of chapter 2, and so on. As you can probably guess from the fact that I am writing
this, I fixed this too—which means that by now I have a rather large story to tell. Which
I will do in reverse chronological order: solving the appendix problem is actually quite
simpler than dealing with starred chapters, so I will explain that solution first.

Afterwords, I will build on that, to explain how to deal with starred chapters. Finally,
for the full source code of this example document, as well as the compiled PDF, see https:
//randomwalk.eu/LaTeX/enotez-cum-appendices-and-starred-chapters.

A word of warning: this was tested without nested endnotes, which I never use.

Getting appendices right
So the usual way to group endnotes by chapter, is to setup enotez like so:

\usepackage{enotez}
\setenotez{
backref=true,
totoc=chapter,
counter-format=arabic,
reset=true,
split=chapter,

}
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As mentioned above, this will group the endnotes for first chapter under the heading
“Chapter 1,” and so on. To change this, add an extra line to \setenotez:

\setenotez{
backref=true,
totoc=chapter,
counter-format=arabic,
reset=true,
split=chapter,
split-title={<ref>. <title>}

}

As you may easily surmise, this will group the notes for the first chapter under the heading
1. <Chapter 1's title>, and so on. <ref> is a tag that is provided by enotez, and
that (basically) contains the number of the current chapter. It should be easy to see how
this is a problem for starred (i.e. numberless) chapters, but let us postpone that problem
for now.

title is a tag that we will construct to carry the title of the chapter whose number is
in <ref>—and to construct it, we need to attach a unique label to each chapter. Now the
way I had found online on how to do it, was to use the value of \thechapter, which is
the number of the current chapter. The problem is that after the \appendix command is
found, the chapter counter is reset, but it is displayed as a letter, rather than as an Arabic
number. Which means that both Chapter 1 and Appendix A will end up being assigned the
same label… and thus, will be shown with the same title in the Notes chapter. A problem
we fix in two steps. First, we modify the \appendix command:

\newif\ifinappendix% By default switch is false
\let\oldappendix\appendix% Original \appendix
\renewcommand{\appendix}{% Modify \appendix
\oldappendix% Original \appendix
\inappendixtrue% Set switch to true

}

In this manner, after the \appendix command has been run, \ifinappendix will eval-
uate to true. We use this to modify the \chapter command, to add different labels,
depending on whether or not we are in an appendix:

\usepackage{letltxmacro}
\LetLtxMacro\origchapter\chapter
\RenewDocumentCommand\chapter{som}{%
\IfBooleanTF{#1}

{% starred chapter, no label then
\origchapter*{#3}%

}
{% else add a label
\IfNoValueTF{#2}
{\origchapter{#3}}
{\origchapter[#2]{#3}}%
\ifinappendix% if in appendix, label starts with appdx
\expanded{\noexpand\label{appdx:\thechapter}}%
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\else% if in regular chapter, label starts with ch
\expanded{\noexpand\label{ch:\thechapter}}%

\fi%
}%

}

The next step is to use this modification to grab the current chapter’s correct title.

\NewSplitTitleTag{title}{%
\ifnum0<0<ref>\relax% <ref> is a positive number
\nameref*{ch:<ref>}%

\else% <ref> is NOT a positive number
\nameref*{appdx:<ref>}%

\fi%
}

To understand how this works, I need to amend something I said above: <ref> contains
the number of the chapter for chapters before the \appendix command; for chapters that
come after, its value is A, B, and so on. Hence, one just needs to detect whether <ref> is
a number or not—which is what the \ifnum0<0<ref> line does (how it does so, will be
explained in much more detail below).

Assuming there are no starred chapters, this suffices to have the title of appendices
properly displayed in the Notes chapter.

Dealing with starred chapters
If—whether in addition to appendices or not—your document also has \chapter*’s, then
the problem becomes far thornier. This is due to the fact that with a starred chapter, the
chapter counter is not incremented—which means that <ref> will end up with the wrong
value. For example, if before Chapter 1, there is, say, a \chapter*{Foreword} that
contains endnotes, then those notes will show up in the Notes chapter under a heading
with the number 0…

The way to deal with this, is to setup counters to keep track of the starred chapters,
and implement the logic to deal with the places they show up. How this is to be done,
is the theme of the rest of this section. I’ll assume a document with two starred chapters
before chapter 1, two starred chapters after chapter 3, and two annexes, A and B:

• The first starred chapter is called “Acknowledgements” and has label cha:acks.
• The second starred chapter is called “Foreword” and has label cha:foreword.
• The last numbered chapter is called “Conclusion” and has label cha:conclusion.
• The first starred chapter after the numbered chapters is called “Epilogue” and has
label cha:epilogue.

• The second starred chapter after the numbered chapters is called “Post Scriptum”
and has label cha:postscriptum.

IMPORTANT: it is assumed that all chapters contain at least one endnote—otherwise,
the logic may or may not require further tweaking (it depends on the specific situation).
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But see section “A strategy for writing-in-progress documents” below, for my strategy to
deal with this.

First, we shall need the number of numbered chapters, and I find it easier to use a
macro for that (in the case of our example document, we have 3 numbered chapters):
\newcommand\numNumberedChapters{3}

Next, we set the counters:
\newcounter{unnamedrref}
\newcounter{unnamedtitle}

What is “rref,” I hear you ask? It stands for “retractible <ref>.” <ref> always has a
value, but for starred chapters, I want the corresponding heading in the Notes chapter to
not have a number. Hence, this line will not do:
split-title={<ref>. <title>}

because it always displays a number. So we define a new tag, <rref>, which will display
<ref> for numbered chapters/appendices, and display nothing for starred chapters (I am
fairly certain nobody uses starred chapters as appendices…). This new tag will be used by
modifying the line above as follows:
split-title={<rref><title>}

Here is the definition of the <rref> tag:
\NewSplitTitleTag{rref}{%
\ifnum10=1<ref>\relax% <ref>=0
\else%
\ifnum0<0<ref>\relax% <ref> is a positive number
\ifnum<ref>=\numNumberedChapters%
\ifnum\value{unnamedrref}=0% chapter 3
\stepcounter{unnamedrref}%
<ref>.\ %

\else% epilogue or post scriptum
\fi%

\else% chapters 1--2
<ref>.\ %

\fi%
\else% <ref> is neither 0 nor a positive number, so...

<ref>.\ % ... appendices
\fi

\fi}

It helps to think of this code—as well as that of the <title> tag, below—as a loop, that
runs once for each chapter where there are endnotes. The comments should help you glean
the logic, which is as follows: if <ref> is 0, that means we are dealing with one of the first
two starred chapters. So return no output, as the chapters have no number. When <ref>
becomes a positive number, that means we are dealing with a numbered chapter. In which
case… we must keep track of the number of the current chapter (i.e., the current value of
<ref>). Why? To know when are in the last numbered chapter (3 in our case), because
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after that, there are two more unnumbered chapters. So if <ref> is a positive number,
but it is not equal to the number of numbered chapters, then this means that this we are
dealing with numbered chapter other than chapter 3—hence just return <ref>.\ , i.e.,
the chapter’s number. If <ref> equals 3, then we check the value of the unnamedrref
counter (which starts at 0): if it is 0, that means we are actually on chapter 3, so we
increase the counter, and return <ref>.\ ; if the counter is not zero, that means we are
in one of the chapters Epilogue or Post Scriptum, so we return nothing. And we keep
returning nothing, until <ref> stops being a number—which means we are now in the
appendices. So we again return <ref>.\ , which in this case will be A.\ and B.\ , for
the first and second appendices, respectively. And that is it, as far as the <ref>/<rref>
tags are concerned.

Before moving on to the <title> tag, a TEXnical explanation is in order, about the
way one must do integer tests in this environment. Take a look at the line:
\ifnum0<0<ref>\relax%

This if condition returns true if <ref> is a positive number (more specifically, an integer).
How does it work? If <ref> is, say, 1, then we get the comparison 0<01, which is true.
The same holds if <ref> is 2, 3, etc. But if <ref> is A, then one obtains 0<0A, and this is
processed by ignoring the A, yielding 0<0, which is false. This means that to test equality
with 0, one cannot do 0=0<ref>—because this will yield true when <ref> is A. Hence,
we use the following hack: 10=1<ref>, which yields a true condition (10=10) when, and
only when, <ref> is 0.

OK, with that out of the way, let us now check the code for the <title> tag. The logic
follows the same broad strokes, except that now, when dealing with the starred chapters,
either before or after the numbered ones, one has to keep track of exactly which starred
chapter one is in—so as to be able to grab the appropriate title. Which, as you may have
guessed, is done using counters. Furthermore, I had to use a different new counter—
unnamedtitle—because if I attempted to re-use counter unnamedrref, it kept changing
value unexpectedly (i.e., the code for the two tags seemed to interact, somehow). (This
might also be a good time to point out that in this programming environment, there is no
else-if construct.) Here is the code:
\NewSplitTitleTag{title}{%
\ifnum10=1<ref>\relax% <ref>=0
\ifnum\value{unnamedtitle}=0% first starred chapter
\stepcounter{unnamedtitle}%
\nameref*{cha:acks}%

\else%
\ifnum\value{unnamedtitle}=1% second starred chapter
\nameref*{cha:foreword}%
\setcounter{unnamedtitle}{0}% to be able to use the ...
% ... same counter, for starred chapters after the numbered ones.

\fi%
\fi%

\else%
\ifnum0<0<ref>\relax% <ref> is positive number
\ifnum<ref>=\numNumberedChapters%
\ifnum\value{unnamedtitle}=0% last numbered chapter
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\stepcounter{unnamedtitle}%
\nameref*{cha:conclusion}%

\else%
\ifnum\value{unnamedtitle}=1% first (ending) starred chapter
\stepcounter{unnamedtitle}%
\nameref*{cha:epilogue}%

\else%
\ifnum\value{unnamedtitle}=2% second (ending) starred chapter
\setcounter{unnamedtitle}{0}%
\nameref*{cha:postscriptum}%

\fi%
\fi%

\fi%
\else%
\nameref*{ch:<ref>}% chapters 1--2

\fi%
\else
\nameref*{appdx:<ref>}% appendices

\fi%
\fi}

And that’s basically it.

A strategy for writing-in-progress documents
As clearly stated at the start of the previous section, the strategy outlined therein assumes
that all starred chapters have at least one endnote. This, however, is more than a bit
troublesome when one is in the process of writing a document: having to tweak style
code after inserting the first endnote in a starred chapter, and/or after deleting the last
such note in such a chapter—and then having to go back to writing… It does not help to
maintain one’s concentration—much to the contrary, in fact.

So here is how I tackle the problem: in my experience, starred chapters (or sections),
when they exist at all, do not have that many notes (and furthermore, those that do exist,
tend to not be very lengthy). So I create a new command, \fn, that I use to write footnotes
in those chapters only (in numbered chapters and appendices I use \nn for endnotes—cf.
the accompanying code). To avoid confusion with endnotes, those footnotes use Roman
numbers, rather than Arabic numbers, and do not have hyperlinks (unlike endnotes).1
Then, when I have a final version (or a nearly final draft), I “redirect” \fn to \nn, and add
the needed logic, along the lines explained in the previous section, to have those endnotes
in starred chapters properly displayed in the Notes chapter.

So, how to accomplish this? Well, first order of business, is the \fn command, defined
as follows:
\renewcommand*{\thefootnote}{\Roman{footnote}}
\newcommand\fn[1]{%
\begin{NoHyper}%
\footnote{#1}%

\end{NoHyper}%
}
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The “command redirection” is accomplished as follows:

\let\fn\nn

This is best done at the end of the preamble. With this setup, you can set enotez to only
deal with appendices, as explained in the first section. For your convenience, here is the
code for dealing with appendixes plus setting footnotes in starred chapters, grouped in one
location only:

\newif\ifinappendix% By default switch is false
\let\oldappendix\appendix% Original \appendix
\renewcommand{\appendix}{% Modify \appendix
\oldappendix% Original \appendix
\inappendixtrue% Set switch to true

}

\setenotez{
backref=true,
totoc=chapter,
counter-format=arabic,
reset=true,
split=chapter,
split-title={<ref>. <title>}

}

\NewSplitTitleTag{title}{%
\ifnum0<0<ref>\relax%
\nameref*{ch:<split-level-id>}%

\else%
\nameref*{appdx:<ref>}%

\fi%
}

\usepackage{letltxmacro}
\LetLtxMacro\origchapter\chapter
\RenewDocumentCommand\chapter{som}{%
\IfBooleanTF{#1}

{% starred chapter, no label then
\origchapter*{#3}%

}
{% else add a label
\IfNoValueTF{#2}
{\origchapter{#3}}
{\origchapter[#2]{#3}}%
\ifinappendix%
\expanded{\noexpand\label{appdx:\thechapter}}%

\else%
\expanded{\noexpand\label{ch:\thechapter}}%

\fi%
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}%
}

This should be it. Happy writings!

Notes
1. I could have gone with symbols for footnotes in starred chapters/sections—but I use footnotes with sym-

bols for the title, so I went with Roman numbering. See https://randomwalk.eu/LaTeX/latex-m
ultiple-authors/.
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